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S.O.R.T (Stop, Observe, Recognize, and Take Ownership) 
There is an endless number of acronyms when talking about safety. The acronym S.O.R.T. is a tool that can help remind 
us to take steps to address hazards and create a safe work environment. S.O.R.T stands for Stop, Observe, Recognize, 
and Take Ownership 
1. Stop- It is necessary to take time not only at the 

beginning of the work shift to evaluate both the work 
area and equipment for hazards but also as conditions 
change. When we are rushed, we miss the small details 
that matter. Always take the time before a task begins 
to evaluate the work task you are about to do. Anytime 
conditions change or things are not going as planned, 
stop work, and evaluate what needs to be done to 
correct the situation. 

2. Observe- Take time to evaluate the environment 
around you. How are the weather conditions, lighting, 
and temperature at the work area? Are the needed 
personnel and tools in the work area ready to go?  Has 
all equipment been thoroughly inspected prior to 
starting the work task? Has all necessary paperwork 
such as SOPs, JSAs, or permits been reviewed and 
completed? 

 

3. Recognize- Once you have stopped 
and observed the work area, what 
hazards do you see? Your ability to 
recognize hazards comes down to 
utilizing training, safety meetings, 
company policies, lessons learned, 
safety shares, and past 
experiences. Much time is spent in 
discussing and training everyone 
onsite to be able to recognize 
hazards to mitigate them and 
protect ourselves from injury. 

4. Take Ownership- Ownership is the most important part of the process. 
Once you recognize hazards or potential issues while on the job, own them. 
See through that they get properly corrected in a timely manner. It is easy 
to just walk past an issue and think that it is not your problem. In reality, 
any hazard on the job is your problem. If someone else is hurt or there is 
property damage due to the hazard you recognized and walked past, it will 
have some sort of effect on you. Incidents affect a jobsite as a whole, and 
depending on the severity, can have far-reaching consequences for an 
entire company. There is also guilt you could feel due to an injury occurring 
to a coworker from a hazard you could have addressed. Taking ownership 
means more than just communicating the hazard to the other people in the 
work area. Stop work if necessary and get the right people involved to 
correctly address the hazard. 

While these four steps are very basic, it is easy to skip some of them and just go through the motions due to 
complacency or time restrictions when at work. We often complete many of the same work tasks in the same way 
every day. This makes it easy to fall into a trap of having blinders on to hazards that could lead to an injury. Use the 
S.O.R.T. tool to remind yourself to take the time to really evaluate your work area for hazards and to take ownership 
of them. 
S– STOP and take the time to evaluate your work environment and work task  
O– OBSERVE your work environment have all hazard been addressed? 
R– RECOGNIZE any addressed hazards in your work environment 
T– TAKE OWNERSHP of unaddressed hazards in your work environment and follow through to see   
      that they are corrected 
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